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The London Framework:
Creating Purpose, Connecting People, Celebrating Place
In my role as Pro-Vice-Provost (London) and
in conjunction with the London Advisory
Group, I have spent the past year leading
the development of the London Framework
and the creation of the Pro-Vice-Provost
(London) Office, based within the Office of
the Vice-Provost (Advancement).

focussed activity which UCL staff carry out
for the mutual benefit of London, as well as
coordinate and enhance relationships with
London and Londoners. Additionally the
London Framework will explore how
London and its communities enrich UCL and
enhance its Mission.

The London Framework is a core document
setting out the key principles which define
the purpose of UCL London. These
principles outline how and why we engage
with our audiences in London, as well as a
way of working for UCL in London. In the
Framework we explore how we are
governed, our delivery priorities and how
we will measure our success.

I endeavour to align the work of the London
Framework and my role as Pro-Vice-Provost
(London) with UCL’s Pro-Vice-Provost (UK)
and Pro-Vice-Provost (International), as
well as working closely with Public Affairs,
Faculties,
Vice-Provosts
Offices,
Professional Services and importantly our
students in order to advance UCL’s position
as London’s Global University.

I recognise that many of UCL’s departments
and faculties are already working in and for
London and the London Framework will
support UCL colleagues to engage and
interact with London, bridge connections
and build collaborations. It will provide a
platform to capture and raise awareness of
the excellent contributions UCL makes to
London, recognise current London

This Framework is intended to be a key
document which demonstrates UCL’s core
commitment to the capital and which is a
fantastic platform to showcase our
engagement with London. I look forward to
sharing it with you.

Pro-Vice-Provost (London)

Professor Alan Thompson Dean of Brain
Sciences and Pro-Vice-Provost (London)
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Purpose
The London Framework has been developed with clear aspiration: to create purpose, connect people
and celebrate place. Outlined below is how we intend to fulfil our ambition.
Our Goal:


To enhance engagement, coordinate relationships and enrich society whilst amplifying UCL’s
impact in London.

Our Objectives:
1. To understand and recognise current partnerships and relationships in order to enhance and
develop our engagement with London;
2. To provide a platform through which collaboration can be more closely aligned across senior
leaders, academics, professional staff and students;
3. To raise the profile whilst connecting departmental and faculty-level initiatives to enable
greater institutional impact and greater overall benefit;
4. To enable external partnerships with stakeholders and communities to have meaningful,
reciprocal benefits and goals through collaboration and aligned priorities;
5. To recognise the economic, social, environmental, public health, entrepreneurial and cultural
potential UCL brings to the local and wider community through its place in London;
6. To use our location and critical expertise to be at the forefront of conversations with key
decision and policy makers in London, informing our local, national and global reach.
Place:
London is an exceptional capital city; a population of nearly 9 million people with 270,000 of these
people living in the London Borough of Camden alone, the home of UCL’s Bloomsbury campus.
Furthermore, over 350,000 people reside in Newham, the home of UCL’s new campus UCL East, due
to open its doors in 2022. London is a city of brilliance, enterprise and diversity, not just in terms of its
communities, workforce and visitors but as seen in its patients, health service, culture, heritage and
economy.
It is therefore no surprise that students and staff want to live, study and work in such an inspiring
place and UCL contributes some 15,000 staff, 40,000 students and 100,000 London-based alumni to
its foundations. These component parts are what enrich UCL’s Mission to be London’s Global
University.
Noting UCL’s breadth, both physically in location and through its expertise and impact, UCL has the
ability to make far-reaching economic, health, environmental, cultural and social contributions to its
home city. From Bloomsbury to Newham, UCL is well positioned to bring together its purpose, people
and place in order to create impact and real change in London, as well as nationally and globally.
Pro-Vice-Provost (London)
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Image: UCL in central London

Image: UCL East
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Relationships:
Recognising the significance of UCL’s place in London is just one part of UCL London’s success story.
Partnership and relationships are also a key factor.
The London Framework provides opportunities for UCL to come together and create collaborations
between senior leaders, academics, professional staff and students to understand their relationships
and to provide a platform on which to grow their engagement with London. In addition it will enhance
engagement and collaborations with UCL’s alumni community. Whilst we recognise that this type of
relationship-building takes time to develop, closer internal alignment will ensure improved outcomes
and greater impact in our London activity.
A key aim of the London Framework’s successful implementation is to create genuinely reciprocal,
long-term relationships with our local communities, people and supporters. To do this requires greater
engagement practices, both internally and externally, as well an understanding of what our locality
contributes to the wider University remit.
It is also to amplify that whilst UCL is a generous partner and welcomes opportunities to create and
partake in collaborations, it is both a leader and supporter in these partnerships, taking an equal role
and shared appreciation.
Public benefit:
There are also significant opportunities to build upon and utilise already existing relationships which
many of the UCL community have spent years creating. It is these powerful partnerships which help
to make the case for UCL in London, and that will continue to drive our impact in London and with
Londoners.
Areas such as philanthropy, health, innovation and culture are concrete examples of where UCL has
developed formal pan-London partnerships and in which the PVP London Office can become a key
advocate. It is these partnerships where our audience (Appendix A) are a key mechanism in supporting
UCL to enrich society, and vice versa.
We also recognise that we are well-placed in London to be at the forefront of conversations with key
decision makers and policy makers and through the PVP London Office, we aim to provide a ‘front
door’ to those London relationships whilst working closely with the Public Affairs unit and UCL Public
Policy, to also enhance our national and international impact. Working together with local policy
makers will help to identify and solve issues in order to create a positive long-term impact in our
society.

Pro-Vice-Provost (London)
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Priorities
Developing connections and building relationships are just one aspect of how we will achieve our
objectives moving forward. In order to drive the UCL London agenda and start to meet our objectives,
we will work with our partners across the University on a number of priority areas.
Delivery priorities for 20/21:
1. Develop and implement a new communications plan to amplify UCL’s contributions to London
and London’s contribution to UCL;
2. Carry-out extensive stakeholder engagement mapping in order to understand and recognise
key London-focussed relationships and to develop new partnerships;
3. Raise the profile of the Pro-Vice-Provost (London) and the PVP London Office as a portal,
convenor and advocate for UCL in London;
4. Launch an annual thematic programme to showcase the breadth and depth of what UCL does
for and in London whilst enriching UCL’s Mission, in alignment with key priorities of our local
stakeholders (Appendix A);
5. Create interest and develop impact in key areas such as entrepreneurship, innovation,
volunteering, community engagement and cultural outreach through a virtual programme of
events and advocacy;
6. Demonstrate UCL’s impact and relationship with London through publications, online
resources and our Key Performance Indicators (page 10).
By developing connections, creating a strong theme and communications strategy and implementing
new London-focussed activity we can work towards achieving our objectives. In addition to these
priorities, we will continue to work with our key audiences (Appendix A) to shape and contribute to
pan-London priorities that are aligned with UCL’s Mission. We understand that creating external
partnerships at all levels will drive sustained impact for UCL and its locality.
To do this we will implement effective engagement and knowledge exchange, whilst working with the
wider UCL community to implement our goals. We recognise that UCL and its location is much more
than a University; it is a place to live, work, study and visit and we will work with our partners to help
identify economic, business and social opportunities which will help us meet our London-focused
objectives, at the same time aligning to the UCL Mission.
We also acknowledge that many of UCL’s community already have significant commitments to
London, whether it is through seats on boards and committees, in advisory roles or through the
businesses our students start-up or our staff spin-out. In addition many UCL staff and students commit
a significant amount of time each year volunteering in our local communities for the benefit of London
and Londoners, and we will seek to collate and measure the volunteering impact UCL has in London.
Through the PVP London Office we strive to recognise these commitments and relationships, which
we understand all contribute towards our overall impact in London. As we develop and expand our
remit, we will grow our priorities in order to most effectively demonstrate our impact for, and with,
London.

Pro-Vice-Provost (London)
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Outlined below are selected examples of how we are delivering our priorities to meet our objectives.
Objectives 1 & 4 - Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the London Borough of Camden:
There are significant areas of joint working underway between UCL and Camden which are managed
through specific departmental, faculty or Professional Service leads. Additionally, the challenges that
the COVID-19 pandemic has placed on both UCL and Camden have created greater stimulus for both
organisations to work together. Therefore UCL and Camden have created our first Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) setting out a series of principles under which both organisations can work to
develop and enhance our relationship. The MoU (developed in concert with UCL Innovation &
Enterprise) is not prescriptive but suggests areas of activity, in addition to those where we are already
engaged, where both parties may work together. Through the MoU we aim to increase the potential
for new collaborations, bring funding opportunities to the forefront and increase the exposure of the
UCL partnership with Camden internally and externally. Building on this success our intention is to
develop similar agreements with neighbouring boroughs, including those close to our UCL East
campus. We are already working with UCL Innovation & Enterprise to open a dialogue with LB Islington
and welcome others to join us in this endeavour.
Objectives 4, 5 & 6 – UCL Staff and Student Volunteering: A considerable number of staff and students
are contributing to London through volunteering, whether in their local communities or through wider
societal engagement. In addition the alumni community are also dedicating their time to volunteering.
Whilst student volunteering is already captured through the UCL Students’ Union, and will play a key
role in informing our KPIs, staff volunteering is currently unmeasured and has significant reach across
our communities and people across London, from Bloomsbury to East London. Through the London
Framework we aim to collate, measure and recognise the diverse and inclusive ways which UCL gives
back to London.
Objectives 2, 3, 5 & 6 - Annual Thematic Programme: The purpose of delivering an Annual Thematic
Programme for UCL London is to show UCL’s commitment to key areas which are aligned with
significant priorities for our partners and stakeholders. The programme will showcase the breadth and
depth of UCL’s activity in certain areas and amplify UCL London’s visibility by raising awareness of
UCL’s world class research and its local impact. The programme will also enhance and develop key
strategic and influential relationships whilst engaging new audiences in the London narrative. The
theme of the inaugural programme will be mental health. Mental health problems are prevalent all
over the world and mental ill health is one of the biggest challenges to society, impacting socially and
economically. In London alone, mental ill health results in c£2.6bn economic and social costs each
year. UCL is a beacon in its work and research in mental health and already has a Mental Health
Strategy which demonstrates a commitment to developing opportunities between UCL and its
partners. The programme will provide a platform for that commitment. Through a virtual events
series, pan-London collaboration opportunities and an impact publication we will demonstrate UCL’s
local impact relating to this important theme.

Pro-Vice-Provost (London)
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Platform
UCL London provides a platform and recognises existing areas of UCL activity that have focus on,
interest in, or directly impact, London.
The following examples outline current areas of activity with demonstrable London-specific impact
which we will advocate for through our activities.
UCL Office of the Vice Provost (Research) & UCL Public Policy:
The £3.9 million Research England-funded ‘Capabilities in Academic-Policy Engagement’ (CAPE)
project aims to support effective and sustained engagement between academics and policy
professionals.
CAPE is testing different processes for building engagement with key policy stakeholders in London,
including local authorities and the Greater London Authority (GLA), in order to develop a robust
knowledge base of what is most effective. Led by UCL, the consortium will identify what works in
different institutional, geographical and policy contexts and explore how to improve the use of
evidence in public policy.
CAPE also aims to improve the diversity of engagements and participants and build greater
collaboration between universities. Through robust evaluation of knowledge exchange activities
including workshops, seminars, policy fellowships, seed funding and training, CAPE will help to inform
ongoing public policy development, share learning throughout the project, and develop resources to
support academic-policy engagement.

UCL Institute for Global Prosperity:
The London Prosperity Index, developed by the UCL Institute for Global Prosperity and the London
Prosperity Board, is the UK’s first citizen-led Prosperity Index.
Based on extensive research carried out by Citizen Social Scientists - residents trained to work as social
scientists in their neighbourhoods - the Prosperity Index reports on factors that local people say
support prosperity and quality of life. It has been developed to give citizens a voice and change the
way decision makers think and act for shared prosperity.
The Prosperity Index methodology was developed in East London and is being adopted in other areas
of London, around the UK and internationally. Good Life Euston sees the work adopted by Camden
Council and Lendlease in order to develop a new prosperity and wellbeing index for Euston and across
the Borough. Work on a Youth Prosperity Index is also underway as part of the Adolescent Lives project
in East London.
The London Prosperity Board will launch the UK’s first longitudinal study of household prosperity in
2021.

Pro-Vice-Provost (London)
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UCL East London Inclusive Enterprise Zone (ELIEZ):
This project involves converting an existing innovation space at the Here East maker facility on the
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park into a fully accessible, specially designed space for entrepreneurs and
businesses leaders who are disabled or focused on servicing disabled communities. It is the UK’s first
dedicated space for disabled entrepreneurs and will also co-ordinate the delivery of accessible
innovation education, training and events.
Led by UCL’s Global Disability Hub and co-ordinated by UCL Innovation & Enterprise, the project
involves thirteen partner organisations (including the GLA, the London Legacy Development
Corporation, Plexal and Disability Rights UK) and received £500,000 of funding from Research England.
It demonstrates how UCL can bring together outstanding organisations around important social
challenges to drive innovation and radical solutions.

UCL Institute for Innovation and Public Purpose:
Camden Council and the UCL Institute for Innovation and Public Purpose (IIPP) recently launched The
Renewal Commission, which will help spark ambitious policy and practical solutions to level-up longstanding inequalities in Camden that were exposed by COVID-19.
The Renewal Commission, co-chaired by Council Leader Councillor Georgia Gould and IIPP Director
Mariana Mazzucato, will develop and test policy for Camden Council, its partners and the community
to address our grand challenge of reducing inequality and supporting a just transition to a low carbon
economy. This will build on the ground-breaking work of Professor Mazzucato and IIPP on ‘missionoriented’ policies.
The Renewal Commission will encourage Camden to build an inclusive, green economy and society. It
will build upon and speed-up existing work such as testing policy on Universal Basic Services on digital
and transport, the Camden Climate Action Plan, the Good Work Camden programme and a High
Streets Taskforce.

Rapid Evaluation Advice and Learning Service (REAL Service):
The REAL Service was set up in response to a request from Camden Council to assist in evaluating
resident-facing services that needed to be re-engineered during the height of the COVID-19 lockdown.
The service, which is pro bono, pairs Camden officers who have urgent evaluation needs with UCL
volunteers with expertise in the area. It originated in UCL’s emergency governance arrangement
(Aquamarine 5.3, led by UCL Innovation & Enterprise) and was developed and taken forward as part
of Listen and Respond, one of UCL’s responses to the pandemic led by the Volunteering Service and
the Engagement Team (UCL Culture).
Progressed from concept to implementation in just thirteen weeks, REAL is an excellent example of
how UCL can mobilise across Faculties and Professional Services to make a positive and much needed
contribution to its local community.

Pro-Vice-Provost (London)
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Governance
The PVP London Office provides a core service and has a clear vision: it acts as a convenor, an advocate,
an enabler and supporter for UCL in London and importantly, a platform for driving innovation and
creating impact in our region.
Professor Alan Thompson, Dean of Brain Sciences, is UCL’s Pro-Vice-Provost (London). As Pro-ViceProvost (London), Professor Thompson leads UCL’s London work to advance its position as London’s
Global University and is UCL’s London Champion and figurehead for UCL’s London activity. He
oversees, guides and connects the University’s London-focused engagement through relationships
with local communities, policymakers, local government and other supporters of UCL in London.
Working with the Pro-Vice-Provost (UK) and Pro-Vice-Provost (International), UCL London underpins
UCL’s Mission to be London’s Global University. UCL is committed to becoming a global leader in the
integration of research, education and innovation whilst being an accessible, publicly engaged
organisation that fosters a lifelong community. Our relationship with London is central to this
commitment. In addition, London is a global hub and there are many opportunities to be taken from
being part of a global arena. As a significant employer in London and preparer for workforce, UCL can
drive its impact not only in our locality but both nationally and internationally.
As of February 2020, the delivery of UCL London has been governed by a London Advisory Group which
provides advice and guidance on the strategic direction of the London Framework. In addition, Amy
Lightstone leads the PVP London Office within the Office of the Vice-Provost (Advancement),
developing and implementing the London Framework whilst leading internal and external
engagement and driving the programme.

Pro-Vice-Provost (London)
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The London Advisory Group members are:
Chair: Professor Alan Thompson, Dean of Brain Sciences and Pro-Vice-Provost (London)
Executive: Amy Lightstone, Head of Engagement and Operations (London)
o

John Braime, Volunteering Manager, Students’ Union UCL Volunteering Service

o

Simon Cane, Executive Director, UCL Culture

o

James Davis, Interim Director of Strategy and Operations, Office of the Vice-Provost
(Advancement)

o

Paola Lettieri, Director, UCL East and Professor of Chemical Engineering

o

Collette Lux, Executive Director of Communications and Marketing, CAM

o

Michael Reynier, Principal Partnerships Manager (Public Sector & the Professions), UCL
Innovation & Enterprise

o

Abigail Smith, Senior Policy Advisor, Office of the Vice-Provost (Advancement)

o

Mark Tewdwr-Jones, Professor of Cities and Regions, The Bartlett Centre for
Advanced Spatial Analysis

o

Tania Trosini, Chief of Staff to Professor Dame Hazel Genn, Global Engagement Office

o

Nicholas Tyndale, Director of Research Strategy & Impact, Office of the Vice-Provost (Research)

Together, the London Advisory Group provide opportunities for collaboration and joint activity with
other key areas of UCL including Public Affairs, the Global Engagement Office, UCL Culture, UCL
Innovation & Enterprise, UCL Public Policy and the Office of the Vice Provost (Research), amongst
others.
In addition, the PVP London Office works closely with UCL East in order to endorse UCL as one
university spanning London, and will support UCL East in developing its identity whilst aligning with
the UCL brand.
As and when is appropriate, the London Advisory Group invites colleagues, internal and external,
outside of the group to attend and participate in meetings and discussions. This collaborative and
open approach helps to shape the outcomes of the London Framework.

Pro-Vice-Provost (London)
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Success
Measuring UCL London’s activity and impact will be a key part of determining its success. There are
existing metrics which can be utilised to measure UCL’s activity in London such as student volunteering
numbers and SME metrics, however it will be the demonstrable impact of those activities which will
define and measure UCL London.
Many of UCL’s departments and faculties are working in and for London already. UCL London
advocates for all of these initiatives and as such, many of the metrics which will determine its success
are already being carried out across the institution and will contribute towards measuring our success.
However, there are also opportunities to develop new metrics which will demonstrate regional value
and impact in London and with Londoners themselves. The table below outlines the Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) which UCL London will use to measure success.
ID

OBJECTIVE

KPI THEME

LF1

4, 5, 6

Location

LF2

1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6

Activity

LF3

2, 3, 6

Communications

LF4

1, 4, 5, 6

Partnerships

LF5

1, 4, 5, 6

Engagement

LF6

1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6

Advocacy

Pro-Vice-Provost (London)

KPI OUTLINE

OUTPUT

ACTIVITY
-Student volunteers
-Staff volunteers
-Fundraising benefitting communities
-Public Affairs

-Case studies
-Data
-Citations
-HR policy

-Programme of PVP London Office
activities
-Publications and resources
-Involvement in other areas of UCL
activity
-Staff commitments to London
-Key London stakeholders
-Local people and community groups
-London website and analytics
-Platform for all published UCL research
on London
-Media citations
IMPACT
-London stakeholders perceptions
-Local people and community group
perceptions
-Benchmarking data
-Reputational impact
-Internal value of the London Framework
-External value of the London Framework
-Alignment to institutional strategies
(P&CE Strategy and SDG initiative)
-UCL London as an accessible 'front door'

-Production of
resources
-Contributions to
projects
-Commitments to
advisory roles or boards
-Web and social media
analytics
-Citations
-New platforms

-New relationships and partnerships
-Brokerage of new research
collaborations or opportunities
-New opportunities developed through
MoUs and partnerships
-Internal platform and profile raising

-Case studies
-Data
-Policy influence
-New or enhanced
partnerships

-Quantitative and
qualitative research and
data
-Case studies
- MoUs
-Quantitative and
qualitative research
-Benchmarking data
-Case studies
-New relationships
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Appendix A – Our Audience
The table below outlines the UCL London key audiences:
Business and Sector Organisations
Charities with global HQ in London
Companies with global HQ in London
London based SMEs
Culture and Arts
Bloomsbury Theatre
London College of Fashion
London Parks and Gardens Trust
Sadler’s Wells
The British Library
The British Museum
The Foundling Museum
The Knowledge Quarter
UCL Museums and Collections
V&A
Health and Science Partners
AHSCs & AHSNs (pan-London)
Camden and Islington NHS Trust
Crick Institute
MedCity
NHS England (London region)
The Alan Turing Institute
The Association of Directors of Public Health
UCL Partners
Government and Regulatory Bodies
London Legacy Development Corporation (LLDC)
Greater London Authority (GLA)
Local Government Association (LGA)
Mayor of London
Metropolitan Police
Minister for London
Key London Academic Partners
Birkbeck University of London
City University London
Imperial College London
King's College London
London South Bank University
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine

Pro-Vice-Provost (London)

Royal Veterinary College
Queen Mary University of London
University of East London
University of London
University of the Arts London
Local Authorities
All 33 London Borough councils
Local Organisations
Bedford Estate
Calthorpe Trust
Centre for London
Compost London (Newham)
FE Colleges
Local London
London Plus
Schools (UCL Academy plus others)
Somerstown Community Association
Voluntary Action Camden (VAC)
Sector Bodies
London & Partners
London Councils
London First
London Higher
UCL
Alumni
Council
Donors
Staff (current and previous)
Students (including UCL Students’ Union)
Trustees
UCL start-ups and spin-outs
Volunteers
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